LONDON ELECTORAL HISTORY –
STEPS TOWARDS DEMOCRACY
1.8 ELECTIONS IN HISTORICAL
CONTEXT
Elections are the means by which political power is periodically relegitimated and, potentially, redistributed. Widespread participation in
such significant events provides an opportunity for analysts to explore
ideas and hypotheses regarding social forces and ideological currents.
The simple act of returning a candidate gives expression to a multitude
of thoughts and feelings, each the product of both individual and wider
social circumstances. In determining the relative weight of these for
many acts at an election, it becomes possible to chart the course and
consequences of political movements. For that reason, the explanation of
electoral behaviour forms an ideal ‘shop-window for social science
research methods’,1 where historical sociology and history meet.
Parliamentary elections characteristically reveal the interplay of
three factors: interests, ideas, and institutions.2 The role of interests, once
the dominant mode of enquiry into eighteenth-century elections and now
in danger of being thrown out with Lewis Namier’s bath-water,3 is a
clear possibility for investigation, including quantitative analysis.
Meanwhile, ideas represent a second point of contact between the
electors and the elected. Furthermore, institutions and customary
conventions frame the rules of engagement by which the outcome of
elections is determined.
The analysis of voting behaviour at elections is more straightforward
than that of everyday life’s more open-ended decisions, since electors
generally have a limited set of choices. Moreover, they are constrained
by the rules of the electoral game, of which the most fundamental are
eligibility to stand as a candidate and eligibility to vote. Within each
constituency the electoral choice is the same for everybody, made at the
same time with much the same information, and all voters are identified
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by the same characteristics.
Historians’ conceptions of what constituted the ‘political nation’
have shifted greatly since L.B. Namier in 1929 described the dreams of
the ‘nation-forming class’ as being focused upon the House of
Commons.4 Since there were many whose dreams went unfulfilled,
Namier’s own conception must logically include the unsuccessful
candidates as well as those elected to the Commons. More recently, the
‘political nation’ has been held to encompass not just the county gentry
and the major office holders of the provinces, but also the parliamentary
electorate and a vast army of minor office holders throughout the
country.5
At a broader level, data in the LED throw light on the actions of a still
wider public, as the electoral behaviour of thousands of Londoners may
be seen as instances of activity in what has been defined as the
‘bourgeois’ public sphere.6 While the extent to which there was a new
and rigid public/private dichotomy introduced in this period has been
disputed,7 the public nature of the electoral process is beyond doubt.
Furthermore, historians’ conceptions of eighteenth-century English
society have shifted markedly since the 1970s, when the population was
broadly dichotomised as sundered between an aristocratic elite and the
oppressed poor.8 But from the 1980s onwards the urban ‘middling sorts’
have been increasingly the focus of attention, leading to a burgeoning
literature of its own.9
Meanwhile, studies of electoral politics have focused upon smaller
borough constituencies, which comprised a majority of English
parliamentary constituencies. However, there has been a strange neglect
of the large and populous boroughs, which were widely held by
contemporaries to be more representative of the elusive ‘public opinion’.
In particular there has been a neglect of the vast metropolis of London,
where electoral contests were frequent, the number of active electors was
great, and the political consciousness of the electors was high.10 This
analysis and associated website sets out to remedy that situation and
simultaneously to offer data that allow others to do the same.
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